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The economy, job growth, congestion, fuel consumption, walkable communities, transit
oriented design, are an integral part of public transportation and so is funding. Without
adequate revenue to maintain the present system and funds to upgrade the capital needs and
operational structure, the growing demand for public transportation will not be met.
More than 100 years ago, the public could board a train in Hartford and travel through the
countryside stopping at local towns, eventually reaching Albany, New York. Today many of
those rail beds have become the ever popular Bike Trails that traverse Connecticut towns. Their
connectivity allows people recreational opportunities but also provide a framework for
intersecting with public transportation. “All CTTRANSIT have bike racks! Buses can carry a
maximum of two bikes, on a "first-come, first-served" basis.”1 Ridership levels from 2006
through 2009 are the highest since 1956.3
With the introduction of the automobile, the US began to build highways, and after WWII,
President Eisenhower championed the expansion of the system. Americans fell in love with
their cars, and the suburbs offered families the ability to get out of the city and into the
country. Of course, back then gas was cheap. “There's a chance that the U.S. average tops $4 a
gallon by June, with some parts of the country approaching $5 per gallon"2 The economic
benefit of public transportation for riders is apparent when bus fares are typically $1.35 one
way.
Some communities have begun looking at their zoning regulations in order to replicate the
“city” model of more condensed development, allowing offices and stores on ground level
floors, living spaces above, and near transportation hubs for a Transit
“America needs
Oriented Design (TOD) approach. Successful development relies on a
serious
number of factors including timely transit options, housing diversity,
transportation
and services. The Fairway Market recently opened in Stamford,
reform. …We
surrounded by condos, apartments, businesses and a short walk from
the Stamford Transportation Center.
need a
In FY 2011 Connecticut continues to have limited or no public bus
transportation available to 70 Connecticut towns. Surveys show that
60% of transit trips are for getting to and from work, with school and
shopping trips the second and third most common reasons. Forty
percent transfer one or more times per trip. Additionally, nearly 60% of
transit trips are “started when passengers reach their transit vehicle by
walking to a station or street stop…and most transit riders walk to their
destination after leaving a transit vehicle.”(APTA).
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The Texas Transportation Institute at Texas A&M University has been studying traffic
congestion trends for years, and their data provides valuable insight and statistics.

2011 Urban Mobility Report
Urban Area

Hours of Delay

Excess Fuel Consumed Congestion Cost

Bridgeport-

21,233,000

6,857,000

$441,000,000

Hartford

15,072,000

3,462,000

$295,000,000

New Haven

11,643,000

3,032,000

$235,000,000

TOTAL

470,570,000

411,770,000

$1,056,000,000

Stamford

According to Tim Lomax, Urban Mobility Report Study author, the significant difference in the Excess Fuel Consumed figures from 2010 to 2011
is because “we re-worked our fuel estimates. We used the fuel algorithm in the new emissions model (MOVES) because the detailed INRIX data
allowed us to use better estimation procedures.”

Despite the economic and environmental benefits of increased ridership on public
transportation for state residents, the State’s investment is insufficient to close the 1.8 million
hour gap in the amount of bus service provided per year compared to the need identified in the
2007 Bus Transit Needs Analysis conducted by Urbitran Associates for Transit for Connecticut.
The study recommended increasing the amount of bus service statewide by 81% to meet the
needs of residents, employees, and employers.
To increase bus service statewide by 81%, Connecticut needs to invest an additional $63.6
million annually in operating expenses (assuming a farebox recovery of 20%) and make a total
capital investment of $215.4 million to purchase new equipment to operate new services and
to purchase new and replacement equipment necessary to provide needed amenities and
technology in the coming years.
Of the more than 3,574,097 Connecticut residents, 506,559 are 65
or older based on 2010 US census bureau statistics. There will be a
64% increase between 2006 and 2030 of residents 65 and older,
while the working residents will increase by only 5%. (CT
Commission on Aging) This growing population means more
seniors will be working past retirement and opting to age in place.
According to the Commuter Savings Calculator on the American
Public Transportation Association a commuter driving a medium
car getting 20 miles/gallon on a 50 miles round trip, with gas at
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$3.70/gallon and parking at $10/day would spend $5,265.60 to commute by car, and produce
2,425 pounds of CO2 emissions per week, but would only spend $648 commuting by public bus
transportation (using a calculation of $2.70 round trip) for a total savings of $4,617.60. If the
household used one less vehicle, you’d save $10,193.60.4

 FINANCING CONNECTICUT’S TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
On January 25, 2012 the Office of Fiscal Analysis released their State
Budget Projections General Fund Report which states “we are currently
projecting a $144.5 million deficit in the General Fund. This amount
reflects an estimated net increase in expenditure requirements of
$130.7 million, and a net reduction in revenue of $94.7 million, from
original budget levels. The original FY 12 budget contained an $80.9
million surplus.” (OFA)
The revenue generated from the Motor Fuel Tax was budgeted at $489,700,000 for FY 2011 but
the realized revenue was $483,526,139 or a decrease of $6,173,861. In FY 2010, the budgeted
revenue was $494,700.00, but the realized revenue was $503,635,414 an increase of
$8,935,414. (Office of State Comptroller, Schedule C-2, Fiscal Year Ended June 31, 2011.)
The FY 2012 estimated expenditure for the Special Transportation Fund is $1,261,932,205 and
FY 2013 is $1,277,832,928. Debt service is projected to be 36.4% of the expenditures, while
public transportation (bus and rail operations) expenditures are projected at 21.3%.
The Transportation Fund is projected to end Fiscal Year 2012 with a balance of $109.1 million
according to Comptroller Kevin Lembo. 3.
The Connecticut Department of Transportation increased bus and transit fares (CTTRANSIT
buses, ADA para-transit services, and Shore Line East and New Haven Line rail services)
beginning January 1, 2012 by approximately 4 percent a year for the next three years and rail
fares increased by an additional 1.25% for an average 5.3% (“to have passengers help
contribute toward the new M-8 rail cars entering into active service” 5) across all rail types.
State Representative Gail Lavielle introduced HB 5067 in February 2012 and the bill was
referred to the Joint Committee on February 14, 2012. The bill calls for the General Assembly to
keep the revenues collected from the 4% rail and bus increase and use them for rail and bus
operations, service upgrades and maintenance. “I proposed the bill because the most recent
fare increases were first introduced last summer as a way to balance the budget – “Plan B” – in
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case the deal proposed to state employees failed,” said
Rep. Lavielle. “When the unions accepted the deal, Plan
B was discarded, but the fare increases stayed on the
table. Then suddenly, they were announced as
necessary to keep mass transit running. The change in
message didn’t ring true. Using the increases now to
balance the budget isn’t fair to commuters and others,
and passing the bill will prevent that from
happening…The subsidy reductions are a prime example
of saying one thing and doing another…I call on the General Assembly to be fair to mass transit
users, to keep this money where it belongs.”
The Appropriations Committee has been holding Public Hearings on HB 5014: An Act Making
Adjustments to State Expenditures and Revenues for the Fiscal Year ending June 30, 2013. This
bill would reduce the rail operations subsidy by $9,893,762; bus operations subsidy by
$2,264,232; and the ADA subsidy by $90,233. The subsidy
reductions would be offset by the January 1, 2012 fare
increases. “While the proposed budget does improve Shore
Line East service on weekends and expands Waterbury’s
nighttime bus operations, the proposed diversion of fare
revenue from transit is a marked shift from Governor Malloy’s
usually-staunch support for transit. Last year, Governor Malloy

“The length of time needed
to plan and construct major
transportation

improvements...means that
very few areas see a rapid
increase in economic

made important moves to ensure that more transportation

activity and population

revenues stayed in the Special Transportation Fund, and this

without a significant growth

has produced tangible results for transportation projects in the

in congestion. It also

state.”6

reinforces the idea that
congestion is not a problem

At the federal level, a provision in HB 3864 (part of H.R. 7, The
American Energy & Infrastructure Jobs Financing Act) would
terminate funding from the excise tax on gasoline, replace it
with an Alternative Transportation Account that would be
funded by a one-time $40 billion transfer from the General
Fund. If passed, transit and CMAQ (Congestion Mitigation and
Air Quality Improvement) would be subject to the annual
appropriations process.
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then ignored for a
decade...”
2011 Urban Mobility Report and
Appendices, Texas Transportation
Institute at Texas A&M University,
January 2012.
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“I don't have a car, and
walking or biking to the
train station is not possible
because it would take too
long and the lack of
sidewalks and an
extremely busy road make
that too dangerous. Quite

literally, the CT transit
buses allow me to get to
and from work. A cab is
$20 to the train station;
the bus is a timely,
comfortable, quiet and
safe ride that ticks in at

SAFETEA-LU’s (Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient
Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users) continues to be
reauthorized under short term extensions, the last
authorization was set to expire on September 30, 2011 and
Congress approved an extension through March 2012.
The 2007 Bus Transit Needs Analysis identifies the need for new
and expanded bus services which will require additional
investment in operating expenses beyond those currently funded
by the State Transportation Fund. An additional $12.7 million
would be needed for operating expenses and $43.1 million
annual to provide optimal service for capital expenses.
The 18.4 cent gasoline tax which is mostly used to fund the
Highway Trust Fund has not seen an increase since 1993. Energy
efficient cars, reduced gas receipts have created a shortfall. It is
estimated that a proposed plan before Congress now would
“create a $9.4 billion shortfall in Highway Trust Fund
expenditures by FY 2021.”7

$1.35. I never worry that I
will be late, I never worry
about safety. My bus
driver knows me and
knows my schedule. When
I've taken a later bus, the
bus driver has inquired if I
was okay. It's nice to know
that CT public
transportation isn't simply

shepherding people
without regard - I feel like

 BUS OPERATIONS IN CONNECTICUT
The Bus Operations line item in the Department of
Transportation (CDOT) budget funds the CDOT share of the
operating deficit for urban fixed route services, demand-respond
services (non-ADA), rural transit services, commuter express and
shuttle bus services. In FY 2011, the public chose these bus
services for 38,476,228 trips a 5% increase or 1.8 million more
trips.
Urban Public Bus Services provided 37,226,980 trips in FY 2011 a
5% increase of 1.7 million more trips in FY 2011. The cost for
these rides:

public transportation is
almost family.”
Sarah, A daily CTTransit &
MetroNorth passenger, February 15,
2012.
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Operating deficit was $118,102,129
CDOT share was $114,658,188
Local funding was $3,959,348
There was no Federal subsidy
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Rural Transit Services provided 402,434 trips a 11% increase of 40,147 more trips in FY 2011
through:
-

Estuary Transit District
Middletown Area Transit District
Northeastern CT Transit District
Northwestern CT Transit District
Windham Region Transit District

The cost for the Rural Transit Service rides in FY 2011 was:
-

Operating deficit was $3,125,474
CDOT share was $1,085,444
Local funding was $566,067
Federal contribution was $1,458,002
“In 2010, Americans



took 10.2 billion trips on

 YOU CAN’T WORK IF YOU CAN’T GET THERE
The Transportation Employment Independence Program (TEIP) of
the Department of Social Services (DSS) provides funding for a
variety of programs and services managed by the five regional job
access partnerships in the state. The Connecticut Department of
Transportation (CDOT) manages a portion of the Connecticut’s Job
Access Program. This bus service connects people to job centers. In
FY 2011 funding was
-

public transportation.
The American public
supports increased
funding for public
transportation. Even as
the economy slowed, 77
percent of all transit
ballot initiatives passed
through the country in

CDOT bus operations $3,554,516
FTA grants $1,624,131

Utilizing a variety of transit options, workers and job seekers were
able to reach workplaces and daycare that was previously
inaccessible due to limited service hours of pre-existing public
transportation or geographical limitations. Reduction in funding for
TEIP can affect the public by the loss of evening service, Sunday
morning or evening services and weekend service which impacts
jobs and the economy.
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2010.”
Economic Importance of
Investment in Public
Transportation for Transit in
Connecticut. WilburSmith
Associates. 275 Southampton
Road, Holyoke, MA. WSA
Project No. 105059. March 30,
2011.
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On January 24, 2012 Governor Malloy announced a DSS/TEIP cut of $157,776 (Recessions
Management plan prepared by Secretary of OPM Ben Barnes) using his statutory rescission
authority as part of a $78 million list of cuts in order to balance the FY 2012 budget. According
to Michael Sanders, CTDOT Transit and Ridesharing Administrator, “This is on top of a reduction
in the program of $350,000 which reduced the support given to the regional facilitators who
run the programs in Northwestern and Eastern Connecticut. It is yet unclear how this transfer
of programs will be managed and what precise impacts it will have on the overall program and
the continued delivery of transit and administrative services.”

 ADA PARA-TRANSIT PROGRAM
The ADA mandates para-transit services be available to qualified persons on a reservation basis,
during the same hours of operation and serving the same geographical area (within ¾ of a mile)
of a fixed bus route service. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), a federal civil rights law
prohibits discrimination and therefore Connecticut residents who have a disability that impairs
their ability to use the accessible and affordable fixed route public
“The state has stopped
bus service for their mobility needs rely on the para-transit services.
diverting fuel taxes to
the general fund and
re-committed them for
transportation use.
These are positive and

The State appropriation to the ADA Para-Transit Program provides
the majority of funding for the American with Disabilities Act (ADA)
mandated services. In FY 2011, Connecticut residents used ADA
Para-Transit services for 818,270 trips a 3% increase .

significant

-

developments.”
Connecticut’s Transportation
Future: A Call to Action
Building a Link between
Needs and Financial
Resources. CRCOG, CFE, RPA,
TSTC, and Transit for CT,
January 20, 2012.

Operating deficit was $27,305,356
CDOT share was $26,403,409
Local funding was $901,949
There was no federal contribution

CDOT funds 100% of the operational deficit of the transit districts
and private carriers who provide ADA mandated services to the
fixed route services of state-owned CTTRANSIT. The operation
deficit for ADA mandated services to transit district-owned fixed
route service is not fully funded by CDOT. Consequently in FY2011
seven transit districts utilized local subsidies (FY 2010 six transit
districts utilized local funds):
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-

Norwalk Transit District ($212,946)
Greater Bridgeport Transit Authority ($211,207)
Housatonic Area Regional Transit ($1)
Middletown Transit District ($37,430)
Milford Transit District ($414,977)
Windham Transit District ($16,534)
Southeast Area Transit ($8854)

and were required to use a total of $901,949 an 11% increase of
$124,214 in local funds to offset their deficit.

 NON-ADA-DIAL-A-RIDE
This service provides demand responsive services to the elderly and persons with disabilities. In
FY 2011, the Connecticut General Assembly appropriated $576,361 to the Non-ADA-Dial-A-Ride
Connecticut Department of Transportation (CDOT) budget line to fund CTDOT’s share to
Greater Hartford Transit District, Greater New Haven Transit District, Middletown Transit
District, and Milford Transit District. There was a $1,277,422 state subsidy to fund CTDOT’s
share to Valley Transit District and North East Transportation Co. and a local subsidy of
$65,360.


 STATE MATCHING GRANTS FOR DEMAND RESPONSIVE TRANSPORTATION
(CGS 13B-38BB)
A 2007 Connecticut State Long-Term Care Needs Assessment Survey identified transportation
as the number one gap cited by providers and the number one missing service identified by
Connecticut residents.
In FY 2011, the state matching grant program to municipalities (CSG 13b-38bb. Fund allocation
is based on state statues. 50% based on elderly population/50% on town square mileage)
continued to provide demand responsive transportation services for the elderly and people
with disabilities in 136 Connecticut towns with a total of $3,770,731 in grants (FY 2010
$3,898,295 in grants) $5 million has been available, although CTDOT was spending under $4
million a year because “not every town applies for their eligible funding or applies for their full
amount of funding”8. The state matching grants have allowed family members to keep their
jobs with the knowledge that their loved ones are safely transported to their destinations. This
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has also provided access to needed medical care which keeps people healthier and living
independently at a greater cost savings to the state. The transportation allows seniors and
people with disabilities to shop and spend their money on goods and services, thereby helping
the economy. And finally, this transportation provides a quality of life for seniors and people
with disabilities which otherwise wouldn’t be possible.
There was a 25% reduction in funds for July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2013 from the previous
Biennium. Below are some examples of how service was affected:
1. North East Transportation Co. Inc. had to cut 32 hours per week of service and could no
longer offer any service on Monday or Saturday.
2. Norwalk Transit District distributes the funds to three social service agencies that
provided trips to the West Haven Veteran’s Hospital and Care Giver’s Nights Out forcing
the agencies to reduce the amount of service they
“The last decade has also
provide.
3. Transportation Association of Greenwich had extended
seen a shift in emphasis
service to clients in Stamford, but that service was cut.
away from highways and
4. Estuary Transit District eliminated Saturday Dial-A-Ride
toward public
services, Saturday dispatching was eliminated and
transportation as a means
Monday Dial-A-Ride was cut.
of addressing Connecticut’s
5. The Town of Manchester reduced their level of service
by approximately 1 hour per day.
transportation needs. While

 EXPANSION OF SERVICE IN 2011
While funding sources continue to fluctuate, below are some
examples of upgrades & service changes:
North East Transportation Co. Inc. utilized CMAQ funds through
ConnDOT to implement evening bus service in Waterbury
enabling workers and students to get to jobs and schools.
www.northeastbus.com

the Transportation Strategy
Board recognizes the
importance of maintaining,
modernizing and in some
cases expanding the state
highway system it believes
that the new emphasis on
public transportation is

Metro North Railroad accepted 60 M-8 rail cars for the New
Haven line train service. www.ct.gov/dot

necessary, proper and

Connecticut Department of Transportation initiated a pilot
program for “quiet cars” on the New Haven train line and its
branches in January 2012. www.ct.gov/dot

Map To a Vibrant Economy: Report
and Recommendations.
Connecticut Transportation
Strategy Board. January, 2011.
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CTTransit took delivery of 10 new articulated buses that utilize hybrid-electric technology and
increased passenger seating. http://www.cttransit.com/
CTTransit offers Google Transit Trip Planner on all their divisions: Hartford, Stamford,
Waterbury, New Haven, and New Britain. http://www.cttransit.com/
CTTransit received $5.7 FTA TIGGER funding to install a stationary fuel cell at the New Haven
Bus maintenance facility. The fuel cell will provide up to 3.3 million kilowatt-hours per year, or
approximately 59 percent of the facility's annual electric use. http://www.cttransit.com/
Connecticut Department of Transportation received $275.3 million from the FTA for the New
Britain-Hartford Busway. The Full Funding Grant Agreement was signed by FTA Administrator
Peter Rogoff at a ceremony at CCSU on November 21, 2011. http://ctrapidtransit.com



 THE FUTURE
A forum sponsored by various
organizations, “Connecticut’s
Transportation Future: Building a link
between needs and financial
resources” was held on Jan. 20, 2012
at the State Capitol and featured Emil
Frankel, Congresswoman Rosa
DeLauro and DOT Commissioner Jim
Redeker. “For the past 10 or 15 years,
Connecticut has faced a growing gap
between its transportation needs and
its investment resources. Given the
nation’s severe fiscal crisis and
Connecticut’s reduced demographic
and political power at the federal
level, Connecticut cannot look to
Washington to bridge this gap.
Instead, the state must expand its
own resources, develop new revenue sources that can leverage private investment, and reestablish the tradition of financial innovation that was the heart of Connecticut’s ambitious and
leading transportation infrastructure renewal program, begun in the 1980’s.” 9
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Public transportation is about people, jobs, the economy, and the environment. Connecticut
needs to fund transportation at adequate levels to meet the demands of today and plan for the
future. A future that recognizes the importance of public transportation; a future that
understands transportation funding is an investment for Connecticut; a future that recognizes
the role transportation plays in the economic growth of Connecticut and a future that realizes
transportation projects/capital investments/operations are all interconnected.
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Transit Terms
Fixed Route: transporting individuals in a vehicle along a fixed route according to a fixed schedule.
Para-Transit (demand response): regular route transit service to persons with disabilities or those otherwise unable
to use fixed-route service
Dial-A-Ride: transportation in specially-equipped vans for elderly persons over 60 and persons with disabilities
unable to access public transportation
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